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Abstract
Sequential pattern mining is the mining of frequentlyoccurring 
ordered events or subsequences as patterns. An example of a 
sequentialpattern is “Customers who buy a Canon digital camera 
are likely to buy an HP colorprinter within a month.”Many 
kinds of Sequential patterns can bemined fromdifferent kinds of 
Sequencedata sets. Sequential dataset corresponds to the contents 
of a single database table, or a single statistical data matrix.
Existing sequence mining algorithms mostly focus on mining 
for subsequences. However, a large class of applications, such as 
biological DNA and protein motif mining, require efficient mining 
of “approximate” patterns that are contiguous. The fewexisting 
algorithms that can be applied to find such contiguous approximate 
pattern mining have drawbacks like poor scalability, lack of 
guarantees in finding the pattern, and difficulty in adapting to 
other applications.In this system, we present a new algorithm 
called SPRINT to find Sequence Pattern and Subsequence pattern 
efficiently and Eliminating Problem of Poor Scalability lack of 
Guaranties in finding Pattern.SPRINT is a Decision tree based 
Parallelized Algorithm.It is also accurate, as it always finds the 
patterns parallel if it exists. Using both real and synthetic data sets, 
we demonstrate that SPRINT is fast, scalable, and outperforms 
existing SPRINT algorithms on a variety of performance metrics. 
In addition, based on SPRINT, we also address a more general 
problem, named extended structured motif extraction, which 
allows mining frequent combinations of motifs under relaxed 
constraints. We propose to compare SPRINT with FLAME, which 
is Suffix tree based Algorithm. We proposed to Evaluate these 
algorithm using various bench mark data sets.  
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I. Introduction
With the aim of choosing a subset of good features with respect 
to the target concepts, feature subset selection is an effective way 
for reducing dimensionality, removing irrelevant data, increasing 
learning accuracy, and improving result comprehensibility. Many 
feature subset selection methods have been proposed and studied 
for machine learning applications. They can be divided into four 
broad categories: the Embedded, Wrapper, Filter, and Hybrid 
approaches. The embedded methods incorporate feature selection 
as a part of the training process and are usually specific to given 
learning algorithms, and therefore may be more efficient than the 
other three categories.Traditional machine learning algorithms 
like decision trees or artificial neural networks are examples of 
embedded approaches. The wrapper methods use the predictive 
accuracy of a predetermined learning algorithm to determine the 
goodness of the selected subsets, the accuracy of the learning 
algorithms is usually high. However, the generality of the selected 
features is limited and the computational complexity is large. 
The filtermethods are independent of learning algorithms, with 
good generality. Their computational complexity is low, but the 

accuracy of the learning algorithms is not guaranteed. The wrapper 
methods are computationally expensive and tend to overfit on small 
l training sets. The filter methods, in addition to their generality, are 
usually a good choice when the number of features is very large. 
With respect to the filter feature selection methods, the application 
of cluster analysis has been demonstrated to be more effective 
than traditional feature selection algorithms. In cluster analysis, 
graph .theoretic methods have been well studied and used in many 
applications. Their results have, sometimes, the best agreement 
with human performance. The general graph-theoretic clustering 
is simple: Compute a neighborhood graph of instances, then delete 
any edge in the graph that is much longer/shorter (according to 
some criterion) than its neighbors. The result is a forest and each 
tree in the forest represents a cluster. In our study, we apply graph 
theoretic clustering methods to features. In particular, we adopt 
the minimum spanning tree (MST) based clustering algorithms, 
because they do not assume that data points are grouped around 
centers or separated by a regular geometric curve and have been 
widely used in practice. FLAME travels via the data suffix tree 
and model suffix tree once it attains its target without wasting time 
by traveling to the end of the trees, stops traversing at thatpoint 
where it attains its target.

II. Existing System
In this section, we describe the FLAME algorithm, whichcan be 
used to find (L;M; s; k) motifs. For ease ofexposition, we explain 
the algorithm using an L; d; kmodel, and then describe how we 
extend it to the full-fledged (L;M; s; k) model.Given, L, d, and 
k, a naive algorithm is to consider allpossible strings of length 
L over the alphabet (the space ofall models), and compute the 
support for each of them byscanning the data set. This algorithm 
is exponential andbecomes infeasible with large L and d values. 
One might betempted to improve this method by considering only 
thosestrings of length L that actually occur in the data set.However, 
this approach might miss motifs as the modelstring might not 
actually occur in the data set even once. Toillustrate this point, 
suppose that the string ABCDEF is thetrue motif. Assume that 
we are looking for a ð6; 2; 3Þ pattern,and that the instances of 
this pattern in the data set areFFCDEF, ABFFEF, and ABCDAA. 
Each instance is at adistance of 2 from the model ABCDEF, 
but the distancebetween any two instances is 4. If we consider 
onlyinstances from the data set (which need not containABCDEF), 
then we will not find the motif.The approach we take in FLAME 
explores the space of allpossible models. In order to carry out 
this exploration in anefficient way, we first construct two suffix 
trees: a suffix treeon the actual data set that contains counts in 
each node(called the data suffix tree), and a suffix tree on the 
set of allpossible model strings (called the model suffix tree). 
Thissecond set is typically the set of all strings of length L overthe 
alphabet. As we describe below, the model suffix treehelps guide 
the exploration of the model space in a way thatavoids redundant 
work. The data suffix tree helps usquickly compute the support 
of a model string. Recall that asuffix tree with counts is merely 
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a suffix tree in which everynode contains the number of leaves 
in the subtree rooted atthat node. In other words, every node 
contains the numberof occurrences of the string corresponding to 
that nodeshows a sample suffix tree with counts. Essentially,the 
data suffix tree combines the work common to findingthe support 
for models like ABCDE and ABCDF (having acommon prefix) 
and perform it only once.Since the second suffix tree (built on 
all possible modelstrings) can be extremely large, FLAME does 
not actuallyconstruct this suffix tree. Rather, it algorithmically 
generatesportions of this tree as and when needed. FLAME 
thenexplores the model space by traversing this (conceptual)
model suffix tree. Using the suffix tree on the data set,FLAME 
computes support at various nodes in the modelspace and prunes 
away large portions of the model spacethat are guaranteed not to 
produce any results under themodel. This careful pruning, ensures 
that FLAME does notwaste any time exploring models that do 
not have enoughsupport. The FLAME algorithm simply stops 
when it hasfinished traversing the model suffix tree and outputs 
themodel strings that had sufficient support.To understand our 
strategy of pruning the model suffixtree, consider the following 
example: Assume that the dataset consists of sequences over the 
alphabet {A,B,C,D,E}.The data set and the values of L, d, and 
k are specified asinput. All the strings of length L starting with 
the symbol Aform a subset of the model space. We call this the 
Apartition. This partition corresponds to all the nodes in themodel 
suffix tree under the subtree corresponding to nodeA. This partition 
is further divided into subpartitions withprefix AA, AB, AC, AD, 
and AE. These partitions continue onfor L levels, and at the last 
level, we have only one modelstring for each partition.

Fig. 1: FLAME Algorithm

Fig. 2: Data Sets for Sprint Algorithm

Fig. 3: Results for FLAME Algorithm

III. Proposed Approach
It stands for scalable parallelizable induction of decision tree 
algorithm. It was introduced by Shafer et al in 1996. It is fast, 
scalable decision tree classifier. It is not based on Hunt‟s algorithm 
in constructing the decision tree, rather it partitions the training 
data set recursively using breadth-first greedy technique until 
each partition belong to the same leaf node or class. It can be 
implemented in both serial and parallel pattern for good data 
placement and load balancing.It uses two datastructure: attribute 
list and histogram which is not memory resident making sprint 
suitable for large data sets, thus it removes all the data memory 
restrictions on data. It handles both continuous and categorical 
attributes (Sunitaet, 2011).

Fig. 4: Data Sets for Sprint Algorithm
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Fig. 5: SPRINT Algorithm

Fig. 6: Results for SPRINT Algorithm

IV. Experimental Analaysis

Fig. 7: Time Taken Flame Algorithm

Fig. 8: Time Taken Sprint Algorithm

Fig. 9: Comparing the SPRINT and FLAME on the Basis on 
Time Complexity

Fig. 10: Comparing the SPRINT and FLAME on the Basis on 
Space Complexity

V. Conclusion
Decision tree is one of the most popularclassification techniques 
in data mining. In thispaper we compared popular decision 
treealgorithms based on their accuracy, learning timeand tree size. 
We observed that, there is a directrelationship between execution 
time in building thetree model and the volume of data records 
and alsothere is an indirect relationship between executiontime 
in building the model and attribute size of thedata sets. Through 
our experiment we conclude thatSPRINT have goodclassification 
accuracy over above comparedalgorithms.
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